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Abstract—Efficient network utilization is essential towards the
deployment of large scale peer-to-peer (P2P) video live streaming
services on the Internet. Push-pull hybrid schemes and pull
schemes provide practical solutions to P2P video live streaming,
but network utilization remains unaddressed. In this paper, we
use “typical” hybrid and pull schemes to investigate network
utilization and whether the neighbor-with-nearby-peers strategy
is applicable to P2P video live streaming applications. We find
hybrid and pull schemes have limited capability in choosing
low cost overlay edges although hybrid schemes are slightly
better. The chunk tree height in hybrid schemes is significantly
larger than in pull schemes. The neighbor-with-nearby-peers
strategy reduces the chunk tree cost; however, it also results
in a significantly larger tree height, lower reliability, and is less
robust against peer churn, especially in hybrid schemes.

to video live streaming applications, since they are sensitive to
packet loss. Understanding P2P video live streaming traffic is
of utmost importance to control it, addressing both ISPs’ need
to reduce traffic and users’ need to use the popular service. In
this paper, we investigate network utilization in P2P video live
streaming systems and attempt to answer following questions:
•

•
•

I. I NTRODUCTION
Peer-to-peer (P2P) video live streaming applications have
gained great popularity in the past few years. In the same
spirit of IP multicast, early P2P video live streaming schemes
organize peers into multicast trees, usually with the aim of
optimizing a cost function, to push video packets to each
peer [1]. These application layer multicast (ALM) or push
schemes have a short playback delay and use the Internet
sparingly, but are vulnerable to peer churn and thus unsuitable
in practical systems. Inspired by BitTorrent, recent schemes
use the swarming technique. In these pull schemes [2], [3],
peers advertise buffer map messages, which describe the video
chunks they have, and pull missing chunks from one another.
Pull schemes are robust against peer churn but have a long
playback delay. Push-pull hybrid schemes [4]–[7] combine
push and pull mechanisms together. In addition to pull missing
chunks, peers also subscribe to neighbors to push future
chunks. Since chunks are mostly pushed along the subscription
tree, hybrid schemes have a short playback delay while being
robust against peer churn. Unlike ALM schemes that build
multicast trees to optimize network metrics, these pull and
hybrid schemes [2]–[7] are data-driven, i.e., peers choose the
neighbors to pull or subscribe according to the availability
of chunks at neighbors. Since a peer’s network position is
unrelated to its chunks, enormous traffic is generated.
Network utilization is the primary objective in the design of
many Internet protocols and applications, and is essential to the
deployment of large-scale P2P video live streaming systems.
Many ISPs limit P2P applications because of their enormous
traffic and irresponsible use of the Internet. This is detrimental

•

A peer can potentially communicate with most peers in
a P2P system, but will peers choose low cost edges to
disseminate video packets?
Given an overlay, will peers choose short paths (in terms
of hops or cost) to the video server?
The neighbor-with-nearby-peers strategy has been proposed for P2P file sharing systems to reduce traffic. Is it
applicable in the context of P2P video live streaming?
Will P2P video live streaming ever achieve network
utilization close to IP multicast?

To the best of our knowledge, a study of network utilization
in the context of P2P video live streaming does not exist in
the literature.
The data-driven process in pull and hybrid schemes relies on
the relative chunk delivery delays at neighbors to pull chunks
or construct subscription trees. Since peers have no access to
substrate link costs, and overlay edges’ propagation delays and
costs are strongly correlated, ALM and ISP-friendly P2P file
sharing schemes usually use round trip times (RTTs) as an
alternative. We use a similar approach. We have implemented
“typical” hybrid and pull schemes (denoted TH and TP). TH
constructs the subscription tree in a straight-forward manner—
each peer subscribes to the neighbor with the most advanced
proceeding position in the video. TP pulls urgent and rare
chunks, and randomly selects neighbors that have the chunks
and spare upload bandwidth to pull chunks from. We use two
types of overlays: a random overlay where peers neighbor with
random peers, and a nearby overlay where peers neighbor with
nearby peers. We note that, in any scheme, the set of paths
traversed by a chunk form a tree, which we term chunk tree
and use it for evaluation. Some of the findings are as follows:
•

•

Given an overlay, peers will not choose low cost edges in
a data-driven scheme, although chunk trees have slightly
lower costs in hybrid schemes than in pull schemes.
Given an overlay, pull schemes construct a short tree
if parameters are appropriately set. By contrast, hybrid
schemes always have a significantly large tree height.
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The neighbor-with-nearby-peers strategy reduces the tree
cost. However, it also results in higher trees, longer
playback delay, lower reliability, and is less robust against
peer churn. These side effects are more severe in hybrid
schemes. In addition, the overlay is prone to partitioning.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces related work. Section III describes evaluation methodology. Section IV presents simulation results.
Section V concludes the paper.

TABLE I
S YSTEM PARAMETERS

•

II. R ELATED W ORK
P2P video live streaming schemes have two steps: peers
first construct an overlay then pull chunks or build multicast
trees on the overlay. P2P video live streaming schemes can be
classified into push, pull, and hybrid schemes [1]. Both pull
and hybrid schemes have been used in practical systems, and
both split the video into fixed-length chunks. Pull schemes [2],
[3] use similar chunk scheduling algorithms: peers pull urgent
and rare chunks. They differ in pull target selection. In [2], a
peer has a fixed number of neighbors and randomly selects a
neighbor that has spare upload bandwidth. In [3], the number
of neighbors a peer has is proportional to the peer’s upload
bandwidth; a peer randomly selects a neighbor to which the
traffic rate is under a predefined limit. Hybrid schemes [4]–[7]
have similar pull mechanism to recover missing chunks. They
differ in tree building algorithms. Similar to pull mechanism,
tree construction is data-driven, hence the tree is robust in
the presence of peer churn. When a peer leaves, its children
simply subscribe to other neighbors. In [4], peers consider
neighbors’ proceeding positions in the video to select parents.
A similar approach is proposed in [5], but peers prefer “older”
neighbors because they tend to stay longer in the system. In
[6], peers consider the traffic volume they have received from
neighbors in selecting subscription targets; all the peers must
have synchronized clocks.
Most pull and hybrid schemes [2]–[5] construct a random
overlay for its high connectivity and small diameter. In [6],
a peer selects some neighbors with short RTTs from its
membership table. However, since the membership table has a
small size compared to the system population, the probability
of selecting nearby peers is small. Reference [7] is similar to
[6] (use the same simulator). New peers select parents using a
proximity function with the aim of reducing playback delays.
The scheme does not consider peer churn.
Several ISP-friendly schemes [8], [9] for P2P file sharing
systems propose that peers only neighbor with nearby peers
to construct the overlay with the aim of reducing cross
autonomous systems (AS) traffic. These schemes differ in
the technique to find nearby peers. This paper investigates
whether this strategy is applicable to P2P video live streaming
applications and use existing network positioning techniques.
III. E VALUATION M ETHODOLOGY
A. Performance Metrics
We term a peer’s path to the tree root along a chunk tree its
root path and say a path is short or long depending on its hop

Notation

Comment

Default

N
Tbm
Tsc
Tpl
Wbuf
Wurg
Wswa
Wbbp
Wbbs

The number of peers in the system
Buffer map advertisement interval
Subscription check interval
Pull check interval
Buffer size (chunks)
Emergency window size (hybrid/pull)
Swarming window size (hybrid/pull)
Number of chunks to buffer before playing
Number of chunks to buffer before skipping

3000
1 sec
1 sec
1 sec
600
9/5
0/240
20
10

count. Network utilization is evaluated using the average tree
edge cost and stretch. The former is the tree cost divided by the
number of tree nodes and makes fair comparison when a chunk
reaches only part of the population. The latter, defined as the
ratio of a peer’s root path cost over the cost of its substrate
IP unicast path to the video server, is widely used in ALM
schemes to evaluate the similarity of overlay and substrate
paths. Note that IP multicast protocols construct a shortest path
tree (SPT). Although a minimum spanning tree (MST) has
the lowest tree cost, it is prone to partitioning and forwarding
loops, and has a large tree height.
Video quality is evaluated by the chunk delivery rate, which
is the fraction of chunks that arrive at a peer before playback
deadlines, or mean time between glitches (MTBG). Assume
each lost chunk causes a glitch, a MTBG of 10 minutes is
equivalent to a chunk delivery rate of 99.96%. Compared with
audio streaming, video streaming is sensitive to chunk losses 1 .
Most users require smooth playback or do not use the service
at all. Departures of unsatisfied users cause more lost chunks
at satisfied users, resulting in a chain reaction. The playback
delay refers to the time elapsed from when a chunk appears
at the video server to when the chunk is played at a peer. It
is the sum of the chunk delivery delay and chunk buffering
delay (i.e., the time chunks are buffered at the peer played).
Chunk losses are either substrate- or overlay-related. We
use the term reliability to describe chunk losses caused by
errors of substrate network elements. A long root path is less
reliable because more substrate elements are involved, hence
the chunk tree height is an indicator of reliability. Overlayrelated chunk losses are caused by pull and push mechanism,
especially in the presence of peer churn. In this paper, we
assume the substrate network is reliable, all the errors caused
by links transmission, routers dropping packets, and multitasking hosts temporarily blocking the P2P client are ignored.
B. Typical Pull (TP) and Hybrid (TH) Schemes
TP and TH have the same bootstrap, overlay construction,
and buffer management mechanism, which are similar to other
pull and hybrid schemes. The system contains a server, a
1 Multiple description coding (MDC) is often proposed to conceal chunk
losses in P2P video streaming schemes. It is rarely used in practical systems
due to its inefficiency.
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tracker, and a number of peers. A new peer obtains the
IP addresses of the video server and tracker by browsing a
web page. Each peer maintains a membership table. A new
peer obtains its initial membership table from the tracker
and may contacts the tracker for more peers when necessary.
The particular positioning scheme for locating nearby peers is
irrelevant to our evaluation. We simply assume the tracker has
global knowledge of the system. The tracker selects random
peers to compose a membership table for the requesting
peer when constructing a random overlay, and selects nearby
peers when constructing a nearby overlay. After obtaining
its membership table, a peer randomly selects peers from
the table to neighbor with. The number of neighbors a peer
maintains is proportional to its upload bandwidth. The video
is split into chunks of fixed size. Each chunk has a unique
sequence number. Each peer maintains a buffer of size Wbuf
to hold recently received chunks. Every interval of length Tbm ,
each peer advertises its buffer map to neighbors. The message
consists of the latest chunk’s sequence number n and a vector,
whose ith element indicates whether the peer has chunk n − i.
The buffer management module feeds chunks to the media
player. We simulate a commercial media player as follows.
If the media player is about to play chunk c but the chunk
is unavailable, it will block. It will resume playing chunk c
when the chunk arrives or skip to the next available chunk if
the peer has Wbbs consecutive chunks after chunk c. System
parameters are shown in Table I.
As in other pull schemes, the buffer is sequentially divided
into two windows in TP: the beginning part is called emergency window, which consists chunks approaching playback
deadlines; the rest is called swarming window. Every interval
of length Tpl , peers pull all the chunks in the emergency
window and the rarest chunks in the swarming window. Peers
only pull from neighbors with spare bandwidth. This approach,
also used in [2], has a higher pull success rate than [3]. Assume
a peer wants to pull m chunks from n neighbors, and each
neighbor has certain chunks. The matching process starts with
chunks that are available at only 1 peer, then chunks available
at 2 peers, and so on. In each step, urgent chunks are matched
before rare chunks, and a random target is selected if multiple
qualified neighbors exist. A new peer first swarms until 34
of its swarming window is filled; then it starts playing after
receiving Wbbp consecutive chunks.
In TH, most chunks are pushed. A peer pushes a chunk
to its children immediately after receiving it. Peers only pull
urgent chunks and use the same target selection algorithm
as in TP. The subscription tree is constructed in a straightforward data-driven manner. Every interval of length Tsc , peers
attempt to switch parents. Neighbors are ranked according to
their proceeding positions in the video. The neighbor with the
most advanced position is the candidate. A peer’ child cannot
be its candidate parent. To avoid frequent switching, a peer
switches parents only when the candidate has a margin of 1
second. A child must subscribe to its parent periodically to
keep its status as a child. Peers employ connection admission
control (CAC) when handling subscription requests. A peer

accepts children only if it has spare bandwidth. A peer
guarantees the bandwidth to its children; the pull mechanism
uses the residual bandwidth. A new peer starts playing after
having Wbbp consecutive chunks.
C. Simulation Setting
We first use the transit-stub model of GT-ITM [10] to
generate 10 substrate networks with 40050 routers and about
200,000 links, then randomly connect 3000 peers to routers.
The cost of router–router links is assigned by GT-ITM and
ranges from 1 to 3000; the cost of peer–router links is 1. An
overlay edge’s cost is the same as the cost of the shortest
IP path between the two peers. Overlay edges’ propagation
delays are set to be linear to their costs and normalized to
100 ms. To investigate peers’ behaviour under loose and tight
network constraints, we set peers’ upload bandwidths with
two settings: uniform distribution over range 1–9 (U (1, 9))
and over range 1–4 (U (1, 4)). (Bandwidth are in units of
the streaming rate in this paper.) With the larger setting, the
overlay has more edges, and peers have more choices in
selecting pull or subscription targets; with the smaller setting
peers behavior is more constrained by the network. A peer
with bandwidth ui maintains f loor(1.5ui ) neighbors with a
minimum of 4.
The streaming rate is 512 Kb/s. The chunk size is 16 KB.
Peers exchange buffer maps, check whether to pull late chunks
or switch parents every 1 second. To emulate a practical setting
where peers are asynchronous, we start peers’ interval timers
with a random offset. In TP, peers have a swarming window
of 240 chunks and an emergency window of 5 chunks. In TH,
peers do not swarm but needs a larger emergency window to
recover missing chunks. Parameter are shown in Table I.
All peers join the system at time 0 to emulate a “flash
crowd”, the video server starts streaming at time 5, and the
simulation ends at time 600. According to the measurement
results in [4], we set peer churn rate to 10% of the population
per minute. From time 10, one peer is turned off every 0.2
second until 600 peers are turned off at time 130. Then every
0.2 second, one peer is turned off and one previously turned off
peer is turned on. Statistics are collected on the 1500 peers
that have never been turned off and from the 80-th chunk
to the 400-th chunk from last (because pull schemes have a
long playback delay). At time 5, we dump the overlay graph
obtain its SPT’s height. Each test is run 10 times using the 10
substrate networks (and confidence intervals are calculated).
IV. E VALUATION R ESULTS
In this section, we first present results on the random
overlay, which reflect network utilizations of existing P2P
schemes. Then using the nearby overlay, we investigate the
impact of the neighbor-with-nearby-peers strategy.
A. Results Using Random Overlay
The average edge cost of the random overlay is statistically
equal to the average of all the pair-wise costs between peers.
Fig. 1a shows that chunk trees in both TH and TP have a cost
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Chunk tree’s cost and height and peer’s stretch on the nearby overlay. The slanted boxes in (b) correspond to the random overlay.

close to a random tree on the overlay. This result suggests that
the costs (or propagation delays) of overlay edges have little
impact on peers’ decision to select subscription or pull targets.
TH has a slightly lower average tree edge cost than TP; the
gap is small but consistent.
Fig. 1b shows the average chunk tree height (averaging
across all the chunk trees that reach 90% or more of the
population). Since statistics are collected on the 1500 peers
that have never been turn off, the reported chunk tree height
is a close approximation of the actual tree height. TH has
higher chunk trees than TP, and the gap is larger when peers
have lower bandwidth. The tree height is 12.0 and 16.1 for
TH and 7.4 and 10.6 for TP when the bandwidth setting is
U (1, 9) and U (1, 4), respectively (the 95% confidence interval
is within ±0.3). Considering the system has only 3000 peers,
the difference is significant.
A peer’s out-degree on chunk trees is constrained by its
upload bandwidth. The optimal tree height is unavailable since
the degree bounded shortest path tree (DBSPT) problem is
NP-hard. We plot SPT’s height in Fig. 1b for reference. We
find that many nodes on SPT have large out-degrees, so we
estimate TP’s chunk tree height is close to optimal 2 . In TP,
the delivery delay of a chunk is strongly correlated with its
2 TP’s chunk tree height is similar to that of a heuristic DBSPT algorithm
presented in [11].

hop counts from the source, so peers have a high probability
to pull chunks from a neighbor that has fewer hops to the
source. In TH, the delivery delay is loosely correlated with
hop counts, and is usually smaller than the subscription check
interval Tsc , thus chunk trees are tall.
Since chunk tree and overlay edges have similar cost, TH
and TP have large stretch (see Fig. 1c). The 95% confidence
interval is 6.1–6.9 and 5.0–5.7 for TH and TP respectively
when the bandwidth setting is U (1, 9). TH has higher stretch
than TP because TH has a larger chunk tree height.
B. Results Using Nearby Overlay
We first let peers randomly select from the closest 1% of
peers to neighbor with; all the overlays are partitioned. To
reduce partitioning while keeping low overlay edge costs, we
rewire a small number of edges to random peers to form a
“small-world” graph. According to [12], rewiring 1% of edges
in a regular graph reduces the characteristic path length by
80%. To keep the overlay connected in the presence of peer
churn, we rewire 5%.
Fig. 2a shows that the average chunk tree edge cost on the
nearby overlay is 14 to 13 of that on the random overlay. The
cost reduction is the result of the overlay construction rather
than peers’ subscription or pull target selection. In fact, chunk
tree edges have an average cost 15–30% greater than overlay
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edges. Rewired long edges are over-represented on chunk trees
because they connect the otherwise partitioned cliques. As on
the random overlay, TH exhibits better capability than TP
in choosing low cost edges. When the bandwidth setting is
U (1, 9), TP’s tree edge cost is 15% greater than TH’s. In TP,
the propagation delay is negligible compared with the chunk
delivery delay. In TH, the propagation delay account for a
considerable part of the delivery delay and hence has more
impact on peers’ subscription decisions.
Fig. 2b contrasts tree height between the two overlays for
TH and TP. First, the gap of SPT’s height between the two
overlays is significant. Second, the gap of the chunk tree’s
height between the two overlays is greater than SPT’s height.
Third, the gap of the chunk tree’s height between TH and TP
is greater on the nearby overlay or when peers have lower
bandwidth. Although small-world and random graphs asymptotically have the same diameter of O(log N ), the nearby
overlay actually has a significant larger diameter. Because
nearby overlay edges have smaller propagation delays, the
propagation delay of a path is less correlated with its hop count
than on the random overlay. Therefore, peers’ subscription is
more random.
Fig. 2c shows that the stretch on the nearby overlay is
50–60% of that on the random overlay. The 95% confidence
interval is 3.2–3.9 and 3.0–3.5 for TH and TP when the
bandwidth setting is U (1, 9). Recall that the average edge cost
on the nearby overlay is 14 to 13 of that on the random overlay,
increased tree height hinders the improvement of stretch.
The neighbor-with-nearby-peers strategy has significant
negative impact on video quality. The fraction of peers that
receive all the chunks (MTBG is greater than 8 minutes) in
TH drops from 94.9% on the random overlay to 81.3% on
the nearby overlay when the bandwidth setting is U (1, 9)
as depicted in Fig. 3, and from 54.3% to 26.8% when the
bandwidth setting is U (1, 4). Note that the substrate network
has no errors, and all the peers receive all the chunks in
TH when we simulate without peer churn. We conclude that
chunk losses in TH are caused by peer churn. By contrast,
TP performs only slightly better on the random overlay (3.9%
more peers receive all the chunks). On the nearby overlay,

chunks tend to propagate along a group of “similar” paths.
In TH, because the playback delay is small, if a chunk is
missing at a peer, it is likely the chunk is also missing at
the peer’s neighbors before the chunk’s playback deadline at
the peer. In TP, because the chunk delivery delay has a large
variance, a large chunk buffering delay has to be used, which
is large enough for the chunk to arrive at the peer’s neighbors.
Therefore, TP is robust against peer churn if and only if a large
playback delay is allowed. On the random overlay, chunks may
arrive at a peer via “diverse” paths. If a chunk is missing at a
peer, it is likely that the chunk will have arrived at the peer’s
neighbors via other paths before the chunk’s playback deadline
at the peer. This path diversity of random overlay improves the
robustness against peer churn in TH and TP.
V. C ONCLUSION
Network utilization is essential to P2P video streaming
applications but remains unaddressed in existing P2P video
live streaming schemes. In this paper, we use typical hybrid
and pull schemes to investigate the network utilization and
whether the neighbor-with-nearby-peers strategy is applicable.
We find pull schemes to have a tree cost similar to that of
a random tree but can construct a short tree with proper
configured parameters. Hybrid schemes have a smaller tree
cost than pull schemes, but the chunk trees can be up to 60%
higher. Using the neighbor-with-nearby-peers strategy reduces
the tree cost, but also results a higher tree, longer playback
delay, lower reliability against network element errors, and less
robustness against peer churn, especially in hybrid schemes.
The system is also more likely to be partitioned.
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